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Question: 63 

Topic:  Merchandise or promotional material 

Written: 31 October 2014 
 
Senator LUDWIG asked: 
 
Since 7 September 2013: 
 
1. Has the department purchased any merchandise or promotional material? 
 
2. List by item, and purpose for each item, including if the material is for a specific policy or 

program or for a generic purpose (note that purpose). 
 
3. List the cost for each item. 
 
4. List the quantity of each item. 
 
5.  Who suggested this material is created? 
 
6. Who approved its creation? 
 
7. Provide copies of authorisation. 
 
8. When was the Minister informed of the material being created? 
 
9. Who created the material? 
 
10. How was that person selected? 
 
11.  How many individuals or groups were considered in selecting who to create the material? 
 
Answer 
 
The department has procured the following items: 

• Notepads for the promotion of the Parliamentary Education Office (PEO) and the PEO   
website. Notepads are provided to members and senators to support their interaction with 
students.  

• A promotional banner was purchased for the Andrew Inglis Clark Conference held on 
8 November 2013. 

 
The notepads were 84 cents each. The department purchased 10,000 notepads. The banner cost $178.  
 
Various PEO staff suggested the notepads and the organising committee for the conference suggested 
the banner. 
 
The Director, PEO approved the notepads which were an additional run of a product previously 
available. The banner was approved by the Director, Research (Procedure Office). A copy of the 
authorisation for the notepads is attached. For the banner, verbal authorisation was provided by an 
appropriate delegate. 
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The notepads were designed internally and printed by Gorilla Print. The promotional banner was 
designed and produced by Wild Digital. 
 
Gorilla Print and Wild Digital were selected through limited tender. 
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